Business
SLA Prediction
Never miss a business SLA with
AI-powered monitoring and predictions

Accurate predictions for workload operations is now a business necessity

Background

Common Challenges

The rapid rise of business process automation has increased every organization’s
reliance on uninterrupted IT operations. Any delay in core IT processes like workload
automation poses risks varying from financial to compliance to reputation risks and can
hamper normal business processes.
Given the scale and complexity, business teams lack the visibility into the IT processes
that impact their business deliverables and are forced to dedicate a lot of manual
efforts to monitor and manage these processes. And yet, unexpected workload-induced
delays and outages are a reality.
To deal with this, business teams need to build predictive and proactive processes, with
AI-driven intelligence that monitors and predicts IT processes by understanding the
schedules, precedence, workload, past failures and delays, historical trends and
patterns, as well as situational preferences and constraints.
That’s what our solution provides – AI-powered predictions to help you eliminate
surprises and fire-fights, and early notifications to give you ample time to take
corrective actions. This way you can ensure that you never miss a business SLA.

• Lack of visibility due to fragmented
processes across multiple schedulers
and teams
• Large teams engaged in continuous inperson monitoring and reactive
resolutions
• Frequent failures, delays, and SLA
violations with adverse impact on
businesses
• No visibility on impact of delays and
failures, leading to inability
to prioritize
• Redundant alerts leading to wasted
efforts and the risk of missing genuine
alerts

Our Solution
Digitate’s Business SLA Prediction is a proactive workload management solution to predict delays in business processes, give
ahead-of-time notifications, and provide recommendations to prevent outages and SLA violations.
It is a SaaS-based solution that leverages AI to predict potential SLA misses and ensures timely deliverables for business proce sses.

Single source
of truth

Autonomous
monitoring

Early warnings
for SLA misses

Root cause analysis
and prescriptions

End-to-end view of
workload ecosystem

Intelligent anomaly
detection and autonomous
monitoring

AI-based predictions for
potential SLA violations

Powered by a
continuous learning engine

Solution Key Features

• Translates business process to SLAs,
and learns context of IT operations

• Monitors and predicts batch jobs
associated with the business SLAs
• Provides recommendations to fix
potential delays

Value Benefits
Reduced effort to
monitor batch processes

Less effort to address false alerts and
separate noise from signal

Fewer batch-induced
delays and outages

Increased time window
to take corrective actions

Improved
SLA compliance

Digitate is a leading software provider bringing agility, assurance, and resiliency to IT and business operations. ignio™, an award-winning AIOps software, reimagines enterprise IT
and business landscape with its unique and innovative closed-loop approach that combines context, insights and intelligent automation to autonomously resolve and prevent
issues. ignio’s customers span across industry verticals and include large, global enterprises that are leaders and innovators in their respective industries. Digitate is
headquartered in Santa Clara, California, USA and Pune, India.
For more information, reach out to us at contact@digitate.com or visit www.digitate.com.
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